Name disambiguation is a key and also a very touch problem in many online systems such as social search and academic search. Despite considerable research, a critical issue that has not been systematically studied is disambiguation on the fly -to complete the disambiguation in the real-time. This is very challenging, as the disambiguation algorithm must be accurate, efficient, and error tolerance. In this paper, we propose a novel framework -CONNA -to train a matching component and a decision component jointly via reinforcement learning. The matching component is responsible for finding the top matched candidate for the given paper, and the decision component is responsible for deciding on assigning the top matched person or creating a new person. The two components are intertwined and can be bootstrapped via jointly training. Empirically, we evaluate CONNA on AMiner -a large online academic search system. Experimental results show that the proposed framework can achieve a 5.37%-19.84% improvement on F1-score using joint training of the matching and the decision components. The proposed CONNA has been successfully deployed on AMiner.
. Disambiguation on the fly. Given a target paper of author "Yang Yang", we aim at searching for the right person of "Yang Yang" from the candidates, where the right person can be a real person or a non-existing candidate denoted as NIL.
reviewer recommendation and so on.
Existing methods on addressing the similar problem of anonymous author identification [2] , [47] are possible solutions to continuously disambiguating papers on the fly. However, they merely target at finding the top matched person from all the candidates, but fail to deal with the situation when no right person exists, which is common in real academic systems. For example, the papers published by new researchers especially junior postgraduates usually should not be assigned to any persons, as their profiles have not been established by the system. Thus to assign a paper on the fly, we need to pay attention to not only find the top matched candidate, but also identify whether to assign the top matched candidate or create a new person. In other word, we consider the absence of the right person from arXiv:1910.12202v1 [cs.SI] 27 Oct 2019 the candidates to be a distinct candidate, the so-called NIL candidate. Figure 1 illustrates the problem to be solved in the paper, where given a target paper with an author to be disambiguated, the returned right person can be a real person or a non-existing candidate denoted as NIL.
To tackle the problem, we first investigate how to find the top matched candidate for a given target paper. Straightforwardly, we can use the traditional feature-engineering methods to estimate the matching probability between each candidate and the target paper, and then return the top matched candidate. For evaluating whether the top matched candidate is the right person or not, these kinds of methods can obtain about 83.1% HR@1 (Cf. Section 4). The major errors are due to the reason that these methods devote to exactly matching the tokens between a paper and a person, which is too rigid and cannot handle the cases with similar semantics but different tokens. The widely used representation-based deep learning models [2] , [47] can capture the soft/semantic matches between a paper and a person through learning low-dimensional dense embeddings for them. However, they may contrarily hurt the performance of extract matching due to the highly compressed embeddings. For example in Figure 1 , if only depending on the semantics of the learned embeddings, we can infer that both of the candidates are interested in social network mining. However, it is apparent that the exact matches of the coauthor names or words, e.g., "Jie Tang", "Juanzi Li", "social", "network" between the target paper and the right person are more than those of the wrong person. Thus, a challenge is posed: how to capture both the exact and the soft matches between a paper and a person in a principled way? Simultaneously, the effects of different fields' matches are different. For example, the two matched coauthors in the right person make it significantly more confident than the wrong person with only one matched coauthor, compared with the matches in other fields. Besides, each person publishes multiple papers, which also take different effects. For example in Figure 1 , in the papers of the right person, the second similar paper may be diluted by the first irrelevant one if combining all the papers. Thus, an effective way to distinguish the effects of different fields of the attributes and different instances of the published papers is worth studying.
After obtaining the top matched candidate, we need to decide whether to assign the top matched candidate or NIL candidate to the target paper. The NIL problem is widely studied in entity linking, a similar problem that aims at linking the mentions extracted from the unstructured text to the right entities in a knowledge graph. We can adopt the similar idea to assign the NIL candidate to a target paper if the score of the top matched person is smaller than a NIL threshold [9] , [32] or if the top matched person is predicted as NIL by an additional classifier [28] , [51] , [48] . Essentially, the first process of finding the top matched candidate tries to keep the relative distances between the right and the wrong persons of each target paper, and the later process of deciding to assign the top matched candidate or not devotes to optimize the absolute positions between the top matched candidates of all the target papers. Intuitively, the two processes of optimizing the relative distances and the absolute positions can influence each other, and the errors of each process can be corrected by their interactions. However, none of the existing NIL solutions are aware of this and it is not clear how to correct the errors by the interactions between the two processes.
To this end, in AMiner, we propose a joint model CONNA that consists of a matching component and a decision component to solve CONtinuous Name Ambiguity, i.e., name disambiguation on the fly. In the model, the matching component adopts an interaction-based deep learning model plus a kernel pooling strategy to unitedly calculate both the exact and soft matches between a target paper and a candidate person and also a multi-field multiinstance strategy to distinguish the effects of different attributes and different instances of papers. The decision component is trained upon the similarity embeddings learned by the matching component, to further decide whether a top matched person is the right person or not. In addition, the errors of the proposed model can be self-corrected through jointly fine-tune the two components by reinforcement learning. To summarize, the main contributions include:
• We formalize the problem of continuous name disambiguation by comprehensively considering different cases of assignments, in particular when a paper cannot be assigned to any existing persons in the system. • We propose CONNA consisting of a matching component and a decision component to solve the problem. With joint fine-tuning of the two components by reinforcement learning, the errors of the two components can be self-corrected. • We propose a multi-field multi-instance interactionbased model to match each candidate person and the target paper, which enables both the exact and soft matching and also distinguishes the effects of different fields of attributes and different instances of papers. • We conduct extensive evaluation of CONNA on the annotated largest dataset for name disambiguation.
The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed model compares favorably decision accuracy (improving 5.37%-19.84% in terms of F1) and matching accuracy (improving 7.61%-30.91% in terms of HR@1) against the baselines methods. • CONNA has been deployed in AMiner to deal with continuous name disambiguation on the fly. A demo is also deployed online to show the assignment of any paper searched by users.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we first provide the definitions of the inputs including the target paper and the candidate persons, and then formally formulate the problem of name disambiguation on the fly in AMiner. Definition 1: Target Paper. We denote a paper as p. Each paper p is associated with a set of multiple fields of attributes, i.e., p = {A 1 , · · · , A F }, where A f ∈ p represents the f -th attribute such as authors' names and affiliations, title, keywords, venue and so on. Given a paper p with one of its authors denoted by a, we define a target paper p a as the paper p paired with the author a. We name a as the target author of p.
A target paper is a little different from the common definition of a paper, as we need to select one of the authors as the target author for each time of disambiguation. Henceforth we omit the subscripts a if there is no ambiguity.
Definition 2: Candidate Persons. Given a target paper p, the corresponding candidate persons C are those who are closely related to the target author of p. Each candidate person c l ∈ C is composed of multiple papers, i.e., c l = {p 1 , · · · , p n l }, where each paper p t = {A 1 , · · · , A F } and n l is the number of papers published by c l .
The candidate persons are those having the relevant names with the target author. We define the relevant names as simple variants of the target author's name, including moving the last name to the first and keeping the initials of the names except for the last name. For example, the variants of "Jing Zhang" include "Zhang Jing", "J Zhang" and "Z Jing". In the future, more complex blocking techniques [1] , [33] to find the relevant names can be considered.
For a target paper p, to find the right person from its candidate persons C, a straightforward way is to compare the coauthors' names of the target author in p to the coauthors' names of each candidate person in C. The assumption is the more overlaps between the coauthors' names, the more likely the candidate is the right author of p. The similar idea of comparing names is adopted in [21] , which found that if only using the users' names, 56% same users with different accounts across the social networks can be correctly linked together. However, how can the names take effect in assigning right persons to target papers?
To answer the question, we collect 100,000 target papers from AMiner and calculate the same-coauthor ratio for each target paper with its right person, i.e., the ratio between the number of the same coauthors with its right person and the number of all the coauthors of the target paper. Then we plot the distribution of the same-coauthor ratio for all the collected target papers in Figure 2 , where Xaxis indicates the same-coauthor ratio of a target paper, and Y-axis on the left denotes the proportion of the target papers with a certain same-coauthor ratio. From the figure, we can see that although most of the target papers have a large ratio of the same coauthors with their right persons (e.g., 62.72% papers with the same-coauthor ratio larger than 0.9), there are still a part of the target papers having few same coauthors with their right persons (e.g., 14 .59% papers with the same-coauthor ratio smaller than 0.4). The coauthor-related features such as the number of the same coauthors and the ratio of the same coauthors will hardly take effect when dealing with the target papers with small same-coauthor ratio. While in addition to the coauthorrelated features, it may still not be easy for the traditional methods incorporating other features to deal with these target papers.
To verify the above hypothesis, we estimate the probability of matching each candidate person to the target paper by SVM based on several traditional features such as the literal similarities between the title, venue, or the affiliations of the target paper and those of a candidate person besides the coauthor-related features, evaluate whether the top matched candidate is the right person or not, and show the evaluated metric, top 1 Hit Ratio (i.e., HR@1 on the right Y-axis) for different ranges of the same-coauthor ratio in Figure 2 . Clearly, we can see that the performance of SVM decreases dramatically with the decrease of the same-coauthor ratio. The evaluated HR@1 is 46.84% when the same-coauthor ratio within (0, 0.1), but is 92.00% when the same-coauthor ratio is within (0.9,1.0). The results indicate that when the coauthors of the target paper and the right person are not similar, it is also difficult for the feature-engineering methods to capture the similarities of other attributes. Thus, a more promising way to match each candidate with the target paper is required.
In addition to find the top matched candidate, we also need to consider the situation when no right persons exist, which is usually ignored by existing author identification tasks [2] , [47] . Suppose the academic system establish a profile for a researcher only if she/he has published at least one paper, a lot of papers written by the new researchers who publish papers for the first time, cannot be assigned to any existing person in the system. Thus, the right person should be either a real person or a non-existing person. In summary, the problem is defined as:
Problem 1: Disambiguation on the fly. Given a training set D = {(p, C)}, for each target paper p and the corresponding candidate persons C, the right person c * can be either a real person in C denoted by c + or a non-existing person denoted by NIL, and other persons except c * in C are the wrong persons denoted by {c − }. The target is to learn a predictive function F : {(p, C)} → {c * } (1) to assign a target paper to its right person.
CONNA
In this section, we discuss the design and implementation of our deployed solution CONNA to disambiguate the names in each new arriving paper in AMiner. We first give an overview of the end-to-end framework, then introduce CONNA that firstly learns a matching component to match the most possible candidate to the target paper, then learns a decision component to decide whether to assign the top matched candidate to the target paper or not, and finally self-corrects the errors of the two components by jointly fine-tuning them through reinforcement learning. Figure 3 illustrates the overall framework of the offline training and the online predicting process of the joint model. For the offline training process, first, we train a matching component to estimate the probability of matching each candidate to the target paper and make the matching probability of the right person higher than those of the wrong persons for each target paper. The matching component ignores the sample (p, C) ∈ D with c * = NIL and constructs the training data from D as a set of triplets D r = {(p, c + , c − )}, where p is the target paper, c + is the real right person and c − is a sampled wrong person. The objective is to make p closer to c + than to c − . Second, we train a decision component which accepts each sample (p, C) ∈ D as the input, where the candidates C is ranked by the estimated matching probabilities, and outputs the labelŷ for the top matched personĉ ∈ C, whereŷ = 1 meansĉ is the right person, andŷ = 0 indicatesĉ is the wrong person. We construct the training data D c for the decision component from the ranked D by extracting (p, c + ) as the positive instance (i.e., y = 1) and (p,ĉ − ) as the negative instance (i.e., y = 0) from each sample (p, C), whereĉ − indicates the top matched wrong person in C. Finally, we fine-tune the matching component based on the feedbacks (i.e., error cases) of the decision component, and then fine-tune the decision component based on the updated output of the matching component. Essentially, the matching component tries to keep the relative distances between the right and the wrong persons of each target paper, and the decision component devotes to optimize the absolute positions between the top matched persons of all the target papers found by the matching component.
Overview
During the online predicting process, to disambiguate the target author of a target paper p, the matching component firstly finds out the top matched candidate personĉ, then based on the similarity features φ(p,ĉ) output by the matching component, the decision component will predict the labelŷ forĉ and finally assign the person c * to p, where c * =ĉ ifŷ = 1 and c * = NIL otherwise. 
Matching
Basic Profile Model. Let's image how humans match a paper to a person. The humans usually browse all the papers published by a candidate person to understand her/his affiliation, overall research interest, and frequently collaborated authors, and then compare them with those of the target paper. In other word, humans directly compare the person's profile with the target paper, which can guide us to build our model. Thus, we name the model as the basic profile model. Specifically, we merge all the attributes of a paper and divide them into a set of tokens to represent the paper, and then merge the tokens of all the papers of a person into a unified set of tokens to represent the person's profile. Based on the token-based representations of the target paper and the candidate person, we can estimate the similarity between them. Note a complete author name or a word in titles, keywords, venues and affiliations is viewed as a token. Some metrics such as Jaccards Coefficient [30] and cosine similarity [30] can easily capture the exact matches between tokens. However, they suffer from the sparsity of the token-based representations. For example, the similarity is zero if two representations do not contain any same tokens, even if they are semantically similar. On the other hand, recently, some representation-based deep learning models [14] , [16] , [26] can successfully capture the soft/semantic similarities, as they embed the highdimensional sparse features into low-dimensional dense representations. Through training on the labeled data, the model can reduce the distance between the semantically similar inputs in the low-dimensional space. However, this model may suffer from the problem of semantic drift. For example, two token-based representations with many overlapped tokens may become dissimilar after being embedded by the model. This is because global representation may dilute the effect of the exact same tokens by other different tokens. In summary, the above two types of methods are good at either exact matching or soft matching.
To capture both the exact and the soft matches, we adopt the interaction-based models [5] , [14] , [43] , which are widely used in information retrieval. The interactionbased models first build a similarity matrix between each Fig. 4 . The basic profile model.
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candidate person and the target paper and then apply an aggregation function to extract features from the matrix. These models avoid learning the global representations, thus can reduce the issue of semantic drift. Similarity Matrix. We represent the matches between each candidate and the target paper as a similarity matrix S, with each element S ij standing for the basic interaction, i.e., the cosine similarity S ij = pi·cj ||pi||·||ci|| between p i and c j , where p i represents the embedding of the i-th token in the target paper p and c j represents the embedding of the jth token in the candidate person c, which can be pre-trained by Word2Vec [24] or BERT [6] .
Aggregation Function. For sentence matching, CNN [14] , [27] and RNN [40] are usually used as the aggregation function to extract the matching patterns from the similarity matrix. However, different from sentence matching, the title, keywords, venue and affiliation are all short text. We need to pay more attention on the occurrence of the exact same or semantically similar tokens. Thus we adopt an RBF kernel aggregation function [43] to extract features. Specifically, the i-th row S i = {S i0 , · · · , S iM } of the similarity matrix S -the similarities between the i-th token of the target paper p and each token of the candidate person c, is transformed into a feature vector K(S i ), with each of the k-th element K k (S i ) being converted by the k-th RBF kernel with mean µ k and variance σ k . Then the feature vectors of all the tokens in the target paper are summed up into the final similarity embedding φ(p, c), i.e.,
The kernel with µ = 1 and σ → 0 only considers the exact matches between tokens, and others, e.g., with µ = 0.5, counts the number of tokens in the candidate person whose similarities to a queried token in the target paper are close to 0.5. Thus, the kernel aggregation not only emphasizes the effect of exact matching but also captures the soft matches. Figure 4 illustrates the model. Fig. 5 . The multi-field profile model.
Multi
not distinguish different fields of attributes but groups them together. However, it is not necessary to compare different attributes, such as comparing authors with venues. On the other hand, it takes more effect to compare author names than other attributes. So we build a basic profile model for each field of the attributes respectively, and then aggregate the resultant similarity embeddings together by the corresponding attention coefficients, which are estimated by:
where φ(A p f , A c f ) denotes the similarity embedding between A p f and A c f with A p f being the f -th field of p and A c f being that of the candidate person c. Notations w and b denote the parameters. The model is named as multi-field profile model and is shown in Figure 5 .
Multi-field Multi-instance Model. A person usually publishes more than one paper. Some persons even publish papers of multiple topics on multiple fields of venues and collaborate with multiple communities of persons. On this scenario, a target paper can be only similar to a small part of a person's diverse profile, but is totally irrelevant to other parts of the profile. However, the basic profile model may dilute the similarity with this small part when summing the similarities with all the tokens in a person' profile together by Eq. (4). To reduce the impact from the irrelevant papers, we build a multi-field model between the target paper and each published paper of the candidate person, and then aggregate the resultant similarity embeddings of all the published papers by their corresponding attention coefficients, which are estimated the same as Eq. (5) . The model is named as multi-field multi-instance model and is shown in Figure 6 .
The Combination Model. Essentially, the multi-field profile model captures the global similarities between the target paper and the whole person's profile, while the multifield multi-instance model considers the local similarities between the target paper and each of the papers published by the candidate person. Both of them can be explained intuitively, thus we can combine their output similarity embeddings together as the final embedding features. Fig. 6 . The multi-field multi-instance model.
Loss Function. We use a triplet loss function to optimize our disambiguation on-the-fly problem. Similar ideas has been also used in [2] , [47] , [49] . Let D r be a set of triplets with each triplet denoted as (p, c + , c − ), where c + is the right person of the target paper p and c − is a sampled wrong person, the triplet loss function L(Θ) is defined as:
where g is defined to be a non-linear function to transform the similarity embedding φ to a one-dimension matching score that can be compared between the positive pair (p i , c + i ) and the negative pair (p i , c − i ). Notation Θ indicates the parameter of the matching component and m is a margin enforced between positive pairs and negative pairs. We optimize the triplet loss instead of directly optimizing the cross entropy loss between the output matching score and the true label. Because we aim at finding the top matched candidate from all the candidates for each target paper, thus the objective should be keeping a relative order within the candidate persons of each target paper instead of keeping a global order among all the (p, c) pairs. The triplet loss is more direct and close to our objective than the cross entropy loss.
Decision
The decision component is built upon the output of the matching component to identify the right person, who can be either the top matched real person or NIL. The candidate persons C of each sample (p, C) ∈ D can be ranked by the matching probabilities estimated by the matching component. Note for the samples with c * = c + , the real right person c + may be ranked the first or not. Then the decision component is trained to predict the first ranked personĉ ∈ C to be a right person (i.e.,ŷ = 1) or a wrong person (i.e.,ŷ = 0). To achieve the goal, we construct a training data D c from the ranked D. Specifically, from each sample (p, C), we extract (p, c + ) as the positive instance (i.e., y = 1) and extract (p,ĉ − ) as the negative instance (i.e., y = 0), whereĉ − indicates the first ranked wrong person in C. In other words, the positive instances are only extracted from the samples with c * = c + , while the negative instances are extracted from both the samples with c * = c + and the samples with c * = NIL. For an instance (p, c), we use the similarity embedding φ(p, c) output by the matching component as its feature. Thus, D c = {(φ(p, c + ), y = 1)} ∪ {(φ(p,ĉ − ), y = 0)}. Then we train a multi-layer perceptron h(Φ):
where y is the label of the instance (p, c), whose value equals 1 if (p, c) is a positive instance and 0 otherwise.
Reinforcement Self-correction
We finally fine-tune the two components by jointly training them to correct their errors by themselves. According to the motivation, we propose fine-tuning the two components via reinforcement learning. Specifically, the objective is to maximize the expected reward of the instances' similarity embeddings generated by the matching component:
where D c is the training data of the decision component, p Θ (φ(p, c) ) is the probability of generating the similarity embedding φ(p, c) for (p, c) by the matching component, and R(y,ŷ) is the reward function as below:
R(y,ŷ) = 1ŷ = y; 0 otherwise.
The defined reward function encourages the matching component to avoid generating inaccurate similarity embeddings for the error instances, i.e., φ(p, c) with correspondinĝ y = y, of the decision component. The policy gradient algorithm [35] is adopted to optimize the expected reward in Eq. (8) , whose gradient is calculated as: We illustrate the process of reinforcement joint finetuning in Figure 7 . In the figure, a link between two candidate lists indicate some instances in the two candidate lists are similar, however, their similarity embeddings learned by the matching component are not very similar due to the optimization of the relative distances within each candidate list by the matching component. Each rightly-predicted positive instance (φ(p, c + ),ŷ = 1) by the decision component is awarded a positive reward, which can pull the wrongly-predicted similar positive instances up the decision boundary, and can also float the wronglyranked similar positive instances to the top of the candidate persons. Similarly, each rightly-predicted negative instance (φ(p,ĉ − ),ŷ = 0) can be also awarded a positive reward, which can push the wrongly-predicted similar negative instances down the decision boundary. Essentially, the reward given by the decision component provides an additional constraint on the absolute positions of the instances among all the candidate lists, making the similarity embeddings of the similar instances close to each other.
EXPERIMENT
All codes and data used in this work are publicly available 1 . 
Experimental Settings

Datasets
We have annotated a dataset with 349,671 papers belonging to 16,885 persons of 421 common names. The dataset is constructed as follows: we sample 421 common person names with high ambiguity. For each name, we collect all the papers authored by the name from AMiner. Then several annotators are hired to cluster the papers that belong to the same person in the real world together by comparing the coauthors, affiliations, venues, keywords and titles between papers and also referring to some persons' homepages on the Web. Majority voting is performed to deal with the disagreement among different annotations. To our best knowledge, the dataset is the largest one annotated by humans for solving the problem of name disambiguation so far. Existing works either leverage the disambiguating results by algorithms in some well-known academic websites such as Scopus [29] CiteSeerX [46] , Web of Science [1] and PubMed [39] , or annotate a much smaller datasets by human beings, such as 8,453 [10] , 6,921 [17] , 7,528 [36] and 29,46 annotated persons [25] .
Comparison Methods
To evaluate the performance of the matching component, we compare feature-based SVM model and three representation-based models [2] , [47] , [49] . SVM: Estimates a matching probability between each candidate and the target paper and then returns the most matched candidate. We extract individual features for the candidate and paper respectively, and also extract interaction features between them (The features extracted for SVM are shown in Table 1 . ).
Camel [47] : Is a representation-based model. Given a triplet (p, c + , c − ), it first represents p, c + and c − separately, then calculates the matching scores for both (p, c + ) and (p, c − ), and finally optimizes the difference between their matching scores. Each p is represented by its title and each c is represented only by its identity. Camel has an additional loss built on the indirect relationships between p and c. We ignore this part as they aim to predict the authors of an anonymous paper, but do not tackle the name ambiguity.
To achieve the goal, they can collect all the papers belonging to the same field, based on which they can build a well-connected graph to find the indirect relationships between any two nodes. However, to train a more effective disambiguation model, we only collect the papers with the common author names, thus the graph builds upon which is too sparse to find the indirect relationships.
HetNetE [2] : Is similar as Camel except that p is represented by all its attributes. The indirect relationships between p and c are also ignored for the same reason.
GML [49] : Is a representation-based model to identify whether two papers are written by the same person through optimizing a triplet loss. Following the model, we represent a target paper by the weighted sum of the pre-trained embeddings of all the tokens in the paper, where the weight of a token is its inverted document frequency, and represent a person by averaging all his/her papers' embeddings.
To evaluate the performance of the decision component, we compare two strategies:
Threshold [9] : Picks the top matched person whose score is lower than a threshold as NIL, where the threshold is determined as the value when the best accuracy is obtained on a validation set. We use the same matching model as our proposed method to obtain the top matched persons.
Heuristic Loss [3] : Unifies the NIL decision and the matching process by incorporating the costs of assigning a paper to a wrong NIL person and the costs of assigning an unlinkable paper to a wrong existing person into the loss function of ranking the wrong person before the right person. NIL is inserted as an additional candidate person for each paper. The representations of p and c which are made in the same way as GML, are concatenated as the input of a neural network to produce their matching score. When c = NIL, the representation of c is not included.
Variants of Our Model. We also compare different variants of CONNA.
CONNA r (BP): Is the proposed basic profile model for matching. This model does not distinguish different attributes in a paper and different papers of a person, but groups the tokens of them together to profile a paper or a person.
CONNA r (MFP): Is the multi-field profile model. Based on CONNA r (BP), CONNA r (MFP) distinguishes different fields of attributes in a paper.
CONNA r (MFMI): Is the multi-field multi-instance model. Based on CONNA r (MFP), CONNA r (MFMI) distinguishes different instances of papers of a person.
CONNA r : Is the final matching model that combines CONNA r (MFP) and CONNA r (MFMI).
CrossEntropy: Modifies CONNA r by replacing the triplet loss with the cross entropy loss to directly decide whether c is the right person of p or not.
CONNA: Trains a matching component of CONNA r plus a decision component. Both of them are trained once.
CONNA+Fine-tune: Is the joint model that iteratively update the two components in CONNA. 
Evaluation Settings
We hold out 20% person names for testing, and divide the rest person names into the training data. For each person in both the training data and the test set, we hold out 20% papers as the target papers and create the person's profile by the remaining 80% papers.
The evaluation includes two stages. We first evaluate the matching of the candidate persons to the target paper, and further evaluate the decision of the top matched person as the right person or NIL.
Matching Evaluation. For evaluating the matching component, we sample 10,000 target papers from the training data. Each target paper paired with its right person composes a positive instance. We also sample 9 wrong persons paired with each target paper to compose 9 negative instances. The process results in 90,000 triplets for training. For testing, we sample 2,000 target papers from the test data, where each one is associated with the right person and 19 wrong persons.
We use Hit Ratio at top k (HR@k) and mean reciprocal rank (MRR) as the metrics for evaluating whether the right person will be ranked at the top among all the candidates based on the matching probabilities. Since there is only one right person for each target paper, HR@k measures the percentage of the candidate lists with the right person ranked before top k. MRR measures the average of reciprocal ranks of the right persons. Higher HR@k and MRR indicate better performance.
Decision Evaluation. We construct the training data for the decision component upon the output of the matching component. Specifically, we also use the 10,000 positive instances for the matching component as those for the decision component. Then we extract the target papers and the corresponding top matched wrong persons to compose the negative instances. For testing, in addition to the 2,000 target papers and the corresponding candidates including the right persons (i.e., positive sample (p, C) with c * = c + ), we extract extra 2,000 target papers and the corresponding candidates excluding the right persons (i.e., negative sample (p, C) with c * = NIL). Conveniently, we remove the right person c + from each positive sample and create a negative sample by the remaining wrong persons. We count the number of true positive (tp), false negative (fn), true negative (tn) and false positive (fp) samples, based on which calculate precision, recall, f1 and accuracy: tp = |{c * = c + andĉ = c + andŷ = 1}|, (11) fn = |{c * = c + andŷ = 0}|, tn = |{c * = NIL andŷ = 0}|,
where tp is the number of the positive samples, with the right persons ranked at the first (i.e.,ĉ = c + ) and also predicted as the right persons (i.e.,ŷ = 1). On the contrary, fn counts the positive samples withŷ = 0. Notation tn denotes the number of negative samples with the first ranked persons predicted as the wrong persons (i.e.,ŷ = 0), while fp counts the negative samples withŷ = 1 and also counts the positive samples with the wrong persons ranked at the first (i.e.,ĉ = c + ) but still predicted as the right persons (i.e.,ŷ = 1). Since we aim at assigning the target paper to an existing right person and also assigning it to NIL if there is no right person, we calculate the Precision and Recall for both the cases with c * = c + and c * = NIL:
c * = NIL : Pre. = tn tn + fn , Rec. = tn tn + fp .
Implementation Details
Matching Component. For the multi-field modeling, we divide the attributes of a paper into two fields: the author names and the words in all the other attributes, including the paper's title and keywords, the published venue, and the target author's affiliation. We separate author names from others as author names have no literal or semantic overlaps with them, while other attributes are merged due to the overlaps of similar words. The special symbols such as "-" and "." in author names and words are removed. The stop words are removed and the stems of the words are extracted. We pre-train an embedding for each author name and word. Specifically, we use Word2Vec to train a name embedding in the context of all the coauthors' names in a paper, and train a word embedding in the context of all the other occurred words in title, keywords, venue and affiliation. We set the dimension of the embedding as 100. To enable matrix operation, for each paper or candidate person, we limit the maximal number of author names to 100, the maximal number of words to 500, and the maximal number of papers published by each person to 100.
The hyper-parameters of the RBF kernel functions are set the same as [43] . We use 11 RBF kernel functions, with the hyper-parameters µ = {1, 0.9, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, 0.1, −0.1, −0.3, −0.5, −0.7, −0.9} and σ = {10 −3 , 0. 1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1} , where the kernel with µ = 1.0 and σ = 10 −3 captures the exact matches, and other kernels capture soft matches between tokens.
Decision Component. The decision component is a basic multiple layer perceptron, with four-layer full connections followed by a ReLU function. Other complex models obtain the similar performance with the basic MLP. The model parameters Φ include the the parameters of the basic MLP. For training, the size of the mini-batch is set as 128. The learning rate is set as 0.001.
Running Environment
We implement the model by Tensorflow and run the code on an Enterprise Linux Server with 40 Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU cores (E5-2640 v4 @ 2.40GHz and 252G memory) and 1 NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU core (32G memory).
Performance Analysis
Matching Performance
Overall Matching Performance. Table 2 shows the matching performance of the proposed model, the model variants and the comparison methods. In terms of HR@1, the proposed CONNA+Fine-tune achieves 8.61% to 30.91% improvement over all the baseline methods.
Camel, HetNetE and GML are all representation-based deep learning models, which can capture the soft/semantic matches, but they will dilute the effect of the exact matches of tokens due to the global representations of the papers and persons. Among the three models, HetNetE uses all the attributes of a paper rather than the single title to represent a paper, which achieves better performance than Camel. Camel and HetNetE represent the candidate persons only based on their identities. Thus they suffer from the sparsity issue, i.e, the embeddings of the persons cannot be trained accurately if they publish few papers. GML avoids the sparsity issue through representing persons by their published papers. However, it is difficult to directly compare the embeddings of a long text (i.e, all the papers of a candidate person) and a short text (i.e., a target paper).
In the name disambiguation problem, the exact matches between tokens especially the matches between author names are more important than the soft matches, thus although SVM only captures the exact matches, it performs better than the representation-based models. The proposed interaction-based matching component in CONNA captures both the exact and the soft matches through comparing local representations of each token pairs instead of comparing the global representations of papers and persons. Specifically, the kernel aggregation function used in the matching component summarizes a frequency distribution of the exact matches and different kinds of soft matches, which can't dilute the effect of extract matches by the other soft matches. Thus, the proposed matching component performs better than all the comparison methods. Compared with CONNA, the performance of CONNA+Fine-tune is further improved, as the decision component gives additional feedbacks to supervise the matching component to avoid generating the inaccurate similarity embeddings. The result demonstrates that through joint fine-tuning of the two components, the errors of the matching component can be reduced.
Multi-field Effect. We conduct an ablation study to analyze the effects of different modeling strategies on the matching component. From Table 2 , we can see that CONNA r (MFP) performs better than CONNA r (BP) (improving 1.8% in terms of HR@1), which indicates that it is necessary to build the interaction-based models for different attributes separately and distinguish their effects.
Multi-instance Effect. Table 2 also shows that CONNA r (MFMI) performs better than CONNA r (MFP) (+1.45% in terms of HR@1), which demonstrates the strength of distinguishing different papers of a person. HR@1 of CONNA r (MFMI) is further improved by 1.25% if we combine the profile model CONNA r (MFP) and the multi-instance model CONNA r (MFMI) as CONNA. The result indicates that both the global similarity between the target paper and the person's whole profile, and the local similarities between the target paper and each paper of the person take effects on matching a candidate to paper.
Interpretability of the Matching Component. We present some cases in Figure 8 and Figure 9 to demonstrate the interpretability of the proposed matching component. From Figure 8 , we can see that although the number of the matched tokens between the target paper and the positive candidate person is less than that of the negative candidate person, the matched coauthors are more important than the matched words in titles and venues, because the attention α learned by our model for the matched coauthors on the positive candidate is 0.69, comparing with 0.31 learned for the matched titles and venues. And the attention learned on the negative candidate also emphasizes the matched P coauthors. CONNA distinguishes different fields' effects by the attention, thus it can correctly identify the positive candidate, while the basic profile model CONNA r (BP) wrongly returns the negative candidate as the most matched candidate, as it treats the matches in all the fields equally.
In Figure 9 , we present the affiliation of "Dan Chen" in both the target paper and the positive candidate. It is shown that a paper of the positive candidate has the same affiliation with the target paper, and the corresponding attention β learned by our model for the paper is 0.79, while the values of β learned for other papers are much smaller than this paper. CONNA distinguishes different papers' effects, thus it can correctly identify the positive candidate, while the basic profile model CONNA r (BP) treats the matches in all the papers equally, which dilutes the effects of similar papers by the other irrelevant papers.
The learned attentions for different fields and different papers both demonstrates the interpretability of the proposed matching component.
Matching Performance on Different Scenarios. We evaluate the matching performance of CONNA on the test set with different ranges of the same-coauthor ratio and show the results by a red line in Figure 2 . From the figure, we can see that CONNA's performance only drops 13.87% in terms of HR@1 (changes from 95.17% to 81.30%) when the same-coauthor ratio decreases from 1.0 to 0.1, while SVM drops more than 45.16% (changes from 92.00% to 46.84%). With the decrease of the same-coauthor ratio, the performance gap between CONNA and SVM becomes larger and larger. Especially when there are few similar coauthors (i.e., same-coauthor ratio is less than 0.1), the gap is significantly more than 34%. The result indicates that CONNA is more suitable to tackle the hard casesthe cases that are hardly predicted by the similar coauthors. Table 3 shows the final decision performance of the proposed model and the comparison methods. Comparing with other methods, in terms of F1, the proposed joint model CONNA+Fine-tune achieves 5.37%-19.84% improvement on the samples with c * = c + and 4.7%-12.30% improvement on the samples with c * = NIL. We evaluate the results on both of the samples as we aim at not only assigning the target papers to the right persons if they exist, but also assigning them to NIL if the right persons do not exist. The problem in this paper is not merely a matching or a classification decision problem, but can be solved by firstly matching each candidate to the target paper p and then deciding whether the top matched person is right or not. Thus, we need to not only keep the relevant order within each candidate list, but also globally distinguish all the positive pairs from all the negative pairs. SVM and CrossEntropy only aim to optimize the global positions of all the (p, c) pairs, but ignore the relative order within each candidate list. Although the globally predicted probabilities can be used to compare the candidates of each target paper, the relative order is not directly optimized, leading to a lot of mistakes in the final results. Threshold can be viewed as a global optimization model, but merely uses a heuristic threshold to distinguish different complicated cases. Heuristic Loss incorporates the costs related to NIL into the original loss of ranking the wrong persons before the right persons, but it suffers from the heuristically configured weights of different costs.
Decision Performance
CONNA first estimates the matching probability of each candidate to the target paper and then decides the top matched candidate. This two-step strategy which is widely adopted in entity linking [23] , [28] , [48] , [51] is proved to be effective. Compared with CONNA, the performance of CONNA+Fine-tune is further improved, as some of the wrongly-predicted instances are gradually represented better to generate accurate similarity embeddings by the iteratively refined matching component, which will finally increase the number of rightly predicted instances. The result demonstrates that the errors of the decision component can be reduced through joint fine-tuning of the two components.
Error Case Analysis. We also conduct some error analysis and show a typical error case without the right person (c * = NIL) in Figure 10 . The target paper of computational alloy design group, material institute; state key laboratory of solidification processing Fig. 10 . Error case study. "Yi Chen" in the case is wrongly assigned to a person coming from "material institute", because "Yi Chen" in the target paper is from the "department of polymer materials and engineering", which is highly relevant to the "material institute" of the predicted person. Besides, the target paper also has a same coauthor named "Chang Peng" with the predicted person, and there are also several same keywords in titles and venues between them. Our model gives the wrong prediction on these confusing cases which occupy about 90% of all the error cases. To solve these cases, one potential way is to firstly disambiguate the highly confident authors in a target paper, and then leverage their linking results to help disambiguating the confusing authors in the same paper, instead of to disambiguate the different authors in a paper independently. We leave this study in the future.
Online Deployment on AMiner
From Figure 2 , we can find that for matching the candidates to target papers, although CONNA performs much better than the feature-engineering method (i.e., SVM) at hard cases (e.g., the cases with same-coauthor ratio less than 0.9), there are still 62.17% easy cases (i.e., with samecoauthor ratio larger than 0.9) that can be well solved by SVM. Apparently, SVM is more efficient than CONNA. Thus, for efficient online deployment on AMiner, given a target paper, we firstly calculate its same-coauthor ratio with each candidate person. If the maximal ratio of all the candidates is larger than 0.9, the target paper is assumed to be an easy case, which will be assigned by SVM. Otherwise, the case is treated as a hard case and will be solved by CONNA .
We also develop a demo of disambiguation on the fly in AMiner 2 , and show two screenshots of the demo in Figure 11 . In the demo, users are allowed to search a paper by its title, then select the expected paper and click one author name to see the disambiguation results of the paper with the current name. Under the selected paper, we present the most matched candidates by the trained matching component in CONNA on the left, and show the decision result of the assigned person by the trained decision component in CONNA on the right. Figure 11 c * = c + . We can see that our model can correctly match "Jing Zhang" from Renmin University for the author "Jing Zhang" in the paper "StructInf: Mining Structural Influence from Social Streams" at the top and then decide the top matched one as the final assigned person. Figure 11(b) shows a case with c * = NIL. Since "Bo Chen" of the paper "MEgo2Vec: Embedding Matched Ego Networks for User Alignment Across Social Networks" is a postgraduate student whose profile has not been established by AMiner, none of the existing "Bo Chen" should be assigned to the paper. Our model correctly assigns NIL to this case. Besides, since errors are still inevitable, we allow the users to provide feedback to our decision results. Specifically, users are allowed to directly "submit" the result if they agree with it, otherwise, they can choose another right person from the top matched persons. The feedback can be simply regarded as new training instances to update the decision performance at each step of the joint training.
RELATED WORK
This paper is related to the problems of name disambiguation from scratch, author identification and entity linking.
Name Disambiguation from Scratch. Much effort has been made to disambiguate names from scratch, which is defined as: given a set of papers written by the authors with the similar name, it targets at partitioning all these papers into a set of disjoint clusters, with each of them corresponds to a real person in the world. Existing researches firstly extract features by traditional feature engineering methods [4] , [15] , [36] , [41] , [42] , [45] or learn a low-dimensional vector by representation-based methods [46] , [49] for each paper and then adopt a clustering algorithm such as hierarchical agglomerative clustering [46] , [49] , K-means [41] , DB-SCAN [15] or semi-supervised clustering [22] to partition the papers. Continuous name disambiguation is formalized differently from the above problem, thus it can not be solved by the above methods.
Author Identification. Several works devote to anonymous author identification for a paper, which assume the authors of the target paper are unknown in a double-blind setting. For example, Chen et al. [2] and Zhang et al. [47] both optimize the difference between the right and the wrong authors. However, their models cannot be applied to unseen authors in the training set, as they only consider the identities of the authors. While we model authors' profiles, which do not depend on authors' identities. KDD Cup 2013 held an author identification challenge to solve the similar problem. However, the situation that no right person exists was not considered and all the participations devoted to feature-engineering methods [7] , [20] , [50] .
Entity Linking. Entity linking aims at linking the mentions extracted from the unstructured text to the right entities in a knowledge graph [31] . Feature-based methods [13] , [19] and neural models such as skip-gram models [44] , autoencoder [12] , CNN [34] , LSTM [18] are proposed to calculate the similarity between the context of a mention and a candidate entity. The NIL problem is widely studied in entity linking. The main solutions usually include the NIL threshold methods [9] , [32] which predict the mention as unlinkable if the score of the top ranked entity is smaller than a NIL threshold, the classification methods [23] , [28] , [51] which predict the unlinkable mentions by a binary classifier based on the same features as the entity matching model, and the unified models that incorporate the unlinkable mention prediction process into the entity matching process [3] , [11] . Different from the previous methods, we jointly train the NIL decision model and the candidate matching model to boost both of their performance.
CONCLUSION
This paper presents the first attempt to formalize and solve the problem of name disambiguation on the fly by considering different cases of assignments, in particular when a paper cannot be assigned to any existing persons in the system. We propose a novel joint model that consists of a matching component and a decision component, where a multi-field multi-instance interaction-based model is trained to match the candidates to each target paper, and then a classification decision model is trained to decide whether to assign the top matched candidate to the target paper or not. Through reinforcement joint fine-tuning, the two components can bootstrap each other and self-correct some of their errors. The experimental results on the recent largest dataset for name disambiguation demonstrate that the proposed model performs significantly better than stateof-the-art baseline methods. The model has already been deployed on AMiner to disambiguate the online papers. Page 14 of 28  Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering   1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 Hong Chen received PhD degree from the Institute of Computing Technology, CAS. She is a professor of Renmin University of China. Her research interests include data privacy, big data management, and data analysis based on new hardwares. She is a distinguished member of the CCF.
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